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We show that generic, slow dynamics can occur in the contact process on complex networks with a tree-like
structure and a superimposed weight pattern, in the absence of additional (nontopological) sources of quenched
disorder. The slow dynamics is induced by rare-region effects occurring on correlated subspaces of vertices
connected by large weight edges and manifests in the form of a smeared phase transition. We conjecture that
more sophisticated networkmotifs could be able to induceGrifﬁths phases, as a consequence of purely topological
disorder.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The science of complex networks has witnessed a veritable
explosion of activity in the last decade, having become a
powerful tool to represent, analyze, and understand amyriad of
natural andmanmade systems, characterized by heterogeneous
topological structures [1,2]. In parallel with studies focused on
the topology and function of these systems, a large research
effort has been devoted to the analysis of nonequilibrium
dynamical processes running on top of complex networks
and on the effects that those complex substrates can have on
their temporal behavior and also on possible phase transitions
[3,4]. Such effects are particularly important in networks
with a heterogeneous contact pattern, as in scale-free (SF)
networks [5], in which the degree distribution, deﬁned as
the probability that an element (vertex or node) is connected
to k others (has degree k), exhibits long tails as P (k) ∼
k−γ , with a certain degree exponent usually in the range
2 < γ  3 [1,2].
One of the simplest nonequilibrium processes studied on
networks is the contact process (CP) [6,7]. In this model
vertices can be either occupied or empty. Empty vertices
become occupied on contact with an occupied neighbor of
degree ki with a rate λ/ki . On the other hand, occupied vertices
become empty with a unitary rate. On a regular lattice the CP
experiences a nonequilibriumphase transition at a critical point
λc, separating an absorbing phase from an active one [8–10],
whose order parameter is the density of occupied sites ρ in
the steady state. Thus, for λ < λc, an absorbing phase with
ρ = 0 is observed, while for λ > λc the system reaches an
active phase, with ρ > 0 in the thermodynamic limit. Through
a systematic analysis relying on numerical simulations [11–14]
and theoretical approaches based on the heterogeneous mean-
ﬁeld (HMF) theory [11,12,15] a picture has emerged of the
behavior of the CP on complex networks that emphasizes the
strong effects of the network heterogeneity. In particular, it
has been shown that its absorbing phase transition exhibits a
nontrivial ﬁnite-size scaling [16], depending not only on the
number of vertices N , but also on the degree ﬂuctuations of
the network, measured by the second moment of the degree
distribution 〈k2〉 = ∑k k2P (k). This dependence induces very
strong corrections to scaling in SF networks, which, if properly
taken into account, can actually be observed in numerical
simulations [13,14].
The study of the CP, as well as other processes, both in
and out of equilibrium [3,4], has shown the important effects
that the disordered, heterogeneous topological structure in a
network can impose on the dynamical systems deﬁned on
top of it. The effects of network disorder have recently been
extended one step further, in a series of papers [17–19] dealing
with the possibility of observing Grifﬁths phase (GP) and
rare-region (RR) phenomena [20,21] at the phase transition
of the CP on complex networks.1 In case of regular lattices
it is well known that quenched disorder2 can strongly alter
the behavior of a phase transition, imposing an anomalously
slow relaxation [23]. This is the consequence of inhomo-
geneities that can create, in the thermodynamic limit, RRs
of characteristic size l, with probability PRR(l) ∝ exp(−cl),
in which the system can stay active for exponentially long
times τ (l) ∝ exp(bl) below the critical point λc. In systems
with spatially uncorrelated disorder, a sharp phase transition is
preserved, although it occurs at a critical point λc larger than
the corresponding to the clean system λ0c . In the region λ0c <
λ < λc, a GP develops with a slow algebraic density decay
ρ ∝ t−c/b, c/b being a nonuniversal exponent, which can be
understood by nonperturbative methods [24–28]. However,
if the inhomogeneities are correlated in a subspace with a
diverging diameter in dimensions d−c < dRR < d, where d
is the dimension of the system and d−c is the lower critical
dimension, the transition becomes completely smeared. The
smearing is due to fact that RRs can become inﬁnite (in
the thermodynamic limit) and undergo independent phase
transitions, ordering at different values of λ [21]. This situation
prevents the development of global order, in such a way that
the clean sharp transition to the absorbing state in destroyed,
and the associated singularities become rounded. In this case,
above the clean critical point, the density remains ﬁnite in the
1See also Ref. [22] for an investigation of GPs in the context of the
superconductor-insulator transition on SF networks.
2When the disorder is annealed it acts as a noise and it is hence
irrelevant for the universal scaling behavior of the phase transition.
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long time limit and approaches this value in a power-law form
ρ(t) − ρ(∞) ∼ t−ζ , (1)
where the exponent ζ is also nonuniversal. Close to λ0c ,
however, the initial decay of the density follows an stretched
exponential form
ln[ρ(t)] ∝ tdr /(dr+z), (2)
where z is the dynamical exponent and dr is the dimension of
the uncorrelated subspace, as can be seen by applying optimal
ﬂuctuation theory arguments [21].
In the case of the CP on complex networks, it has recently
been shown that an intrinsic quenched disorder3 deﬁned by a
varying control parameter λi , can induce GPs and other RR
effects on random Erdo˝s-Re´nyi networks [30] below (and at)
the percolation threshold [17–19]. The authors in Refs. [17,19]
also considered the issue of the effects of pure topological
disorder for a CP with constant λ. By means of theoretical
arguments and numerical simulations, they conjectured that
RR effects should be relevant only on networks with a ﬁnite
topological dimension D, deﬁned in terms of the number of
vertices at a topological distance  from a given source,N () ∼
D . Therefore, for random networks, in which the small-world
property [31] holds, namely, where N () ∼ exp() and D →
∞, RR effects and GPs should be absent.
In this paper we reexamine the issue of RR effects and
the associated slow dynamics in the CP on SF small-world
networks with additional topological disorder beyond random
connectivity. In particular, we consider the effect of two
topological features which have been shown to induce a strong
slowing down in dynamical processes, namely, a tree-like
structured network [32] and a weight pattern superimposed
on it [33]. By means of extensive simulations, we provide
numerical evidence that, although GPs cannot actually be
observed, the loopless tree-like structure together with an
heterogeneous weight pattern induces a smearing of the CP
critical phase transition and slow, power-law dynamics for
ﬁnite times. This can be understood via RR effects triggered
by topological correlations in the weights. Our results open
the path to consider more complex topological motifs, such as
a large clustering [31] or a hierarchical community structure
[34], as generators of purely topological GP in nonequilibrium
phase transition on complex networks.
II. THE CONTACT PROCESS ON WEIGHTED TREES
Both a tree-like structure and the presence of a weight
distribution are by themselves capable of slowing down
the temporal evolution of dynamical processes on random
networks [32,33,35]. The induced slowing down is due to
the generation of topological traps that capture dynamics and
prevent the fast and wide range spreading naturally expected
in small-world networks. In tree networks, traps are created
by the lack of loops, which implies that there is a single path
between any two vertices: Once activity is deep in the leaves
of a subtree, it cannot reach other sections of the network
until it ﬁrst ﬁnds the exit from that subtree [32]. In weighted
3Temporal GPs have been considered in Ref. [29].
networks, on the other hand, activity can become trapped in
correlated sets of adjacent vertices, joined by edges carrying
a large weight, which prevent the exploration of other regions
of the network [33]. We expect that the combination of those
slowing down ingredients can lead to the emergence of RR
phenomena.
A. Network models
We consider the CP on weighted tree networks constructed
following the Baraba´si-Albert (BA) model [5]. The choice
of this model is motivated by the fact that it allows one to
construct tree structures in a very simple way, in contrast with
other standard network generation models (e.g., Ref. [36]).
The BA is a growing network model in which, at each time
step s, a new vertex with m edges is added to the network and
connected to an existing vertex s ′ of degree ks ′ with probability
s→s ′ = ks ′/
∑
s ′′<s ks ′′ . This process is iterated until reaching
the desired network size N . The resulting network has a SF
degree distribution P (k) 	 2m2k−3; additionally, ﬁxing m =
1 leads to a strictly tree (loopless) topology.
Binary (nonweighted) BA networks can be transformed
into weighted ones by assigning to every edge connecting
vertices i and j a symmetric weight ωij . We have considered
two different schemes for weight assignment based on the
topology of the network; i.e., weights are not random but
depend on properties of the vertices they connect. The two
strategies are deﬁned as follows:
(1) Weighted BA tree I (WBAT-I): Multiplicative weights
depending on the degree of the adjacent vertices, namely,
ωij = ω0(kikj )−ν, (3)
where ω0 is an arbitrary scale and ν is a characteristic
exponent with ν  0. With this selection, weights decrease
with increasing degree, in such a way that edges with the
largest weight connect vertices with lowest degree. Obviously
an unweighted network will correspond to ν = 0.
(2) Weighted BA tree II (WBAT-II): Weights assigned
according to their age in the network construction, namely,
ωij = |i − j |
x
N
, (4)
where the node numbers i and j correspond to the particular
time step in which they were ﬁrst introduced in the network.
Since the degree of nodes decreases as ki ∝ (N/i)1/2 during
this process, where N is the size of the network, this selection
with x > 0 favors connection between unlike nodes and
suppresses interactions between similar ones.
The presence ofweights in the network affects the dynamics
of the CP in the rate at which empty vertices become occupied.
Thus, the rate at which an empty vertex i becomes occupied
on contact with an occupied vertex j is now proportional to
λωij . The proportionality of this rate with ωij implies that the
creation of new particles takes place with larger probability
between vertices joined by a large weight edge. We can thus
conclude that activity can in principle become trapped in
isolated connected subsets of vertices, joined by large weight
edges, subsets which are at the same time connected among
themonly through small weight edges, which transport activity
only with very small probability. As we will see below, these
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correlated subsets of vertices will play the role on rare regions
in the analysis of the CP in tree weighted networks.
B. Heterogeneous mean-field analysis
An analytical understanding of the CP (and in general of
any dynamical process) on complex heterogeneous networks
can be gained through the application of heterogeneous mean-
ﬁeld (HMF) theory [3,4,37]. Thus, in the case of symmetric
weights depending on the degree at the edge’s end points,
i.e., ωij = g(ki,kj ), we can write, following Ref. [33], the rate
equation for the density of occupied vertices of degree k, ρk(t),
namely,
ρ˙k(t) = −ρk(t) + λk[1 − ρk(t)]
×
∑
k′
g(k′,k)P (k′|k)
k′
∑
q g(k′,q)P (q|k′)
ρk′(t), (5)
where P (k′|k) is the conditional probability that vertex k
is connected to vertex k′ [38]. The analysis of Eq. (5)
for general functions g(k′,k) and P (k′|k) presents notable
mathematical difﬁculties. We will then focus in the case
of uncorrelated networks, with P (k′|k) = k′P (k′)/〈k〉 [2]
and multiplicative weights g(k′,k) = g(k)g(k′) [33], which
correspond to the WBAT-I model, with g(k) = √ω0k−ν . The
former approximation is in this case essentially correct, since
BA networks are very weakly correlated [39]. We are thus lead
to the simpliﬁed rate equation
ρ˙k(t) = −ρk(t) + λ[1 − ρk(t)]k
1−νρ(t)
〈k1−ν〉 , (6)
where ρ(t) = ∑k P (k)ρk(t) is the total density of occupied
nodes in the network.
From Eq. (6), we see that ρk = 0 is always a solution.
The conditions for the presence of nonzero steady states can
be obtained by performing a linear stability analysis [40].
Neglecting higher order terms, Eq. (6) can be linearized as
ρ˙k(t) 	
∑
k′ Lkk′ρk′(t), with
Lkk′ = −δk,k′ + λk
1−νP (k′)
〈k1−ν〉 . (7)
It is easy to see that the Jacobian matrix Lkk′ has a largest
eigenvalue  = λ − 1, associated to the eigenvector vk =
k1−ν . A nonzero steady state is possible only for > 0, which
translates in a critical threshold
λc = 1, (8)
independent of the degree distribution and the weight pattern
of the network.4
More information on the active phase can be obtained by
imposing the steady-state condition ρ˙k(t) = 0, yielding the
nonzero solution
ρk = λk
1−νρ/〈k1−ν〉
1 + λk1−νρ/〈k1−ν〉 . (9)
4We do not expect, however, to obtain this threshold in numerical
simulations, since it is a nonuniversal parameter [11,14].
Inserting this expression on the relation ρ = ∑k P (k)ρk , we
can obtain a self-consistent equation for ρ in the continuous
degree approximation, substituting sums by integrals and
approximating the degree distribution byP (k) = 2m2k−3 with
k ∈ [m,∞] for BA networks. The form of this approximation
depends on the value of ν (see the Appendix for a detailed
calculation). So, for ν = 0, which corresponds to a an
unweighted BA network, we obtain a particle density, close
to the critical point, given by
ρ ∼ − λ − 1
ln
(
λ−1
λ
) . (10)
We thus have a critical point λc = 1 and a mean-ﬁeld exponent
β = 1, with additional weak logarithmic corrections. For ν >
0, on the other hand, we obtain, close to the critical point
ρ ∼ λ − 1, (11)
recovering the homogeneous MF result exponent β = 1.
In order to ﬁnd the decay of the order parameter at the
critical point, we look at the time evolution of ρ(t), setting
λ = 1, namely,
ρ˙(t) =
∑
k
P (k)ρ˙k(t) = −ρ(t)〈k〉
∑
k
P (k)kρk(t). (12)
Performing a quasistatic approximation [15,41], substituting
ρk(t) by the form given by Eq. (9) with λ = 1, and performing
again a continuous degree approximation, changing sums by
integrals, we obtain a simple differential equation that can be
easily solve. Thus, for the case ν = 0 we are led to (see the
Appendix)
ρ(t) ∼ [t ln(t)]−1, (13)
which recovers the homogeneous mean-ﬁeld result, ρ(t) ∼
t−α , with α = 1 plus additional logarithmic corrections. For
ν > 0, we obtain instead a full homogeneousmean-ﬁeld result,
α = 1.
We conclude from this analysis that the CP on the
weighted BA model should (at least at mean ﬁeld level)
show a critical behavior compatible with HMF exponent in
the thermodynamic limit for ν > 0, while weak logarithmic
corrections are expected for ν = 0.
C. Finite-size effects
Recently attention has been called to the ﬁnite-size effects
in the CP on heterogeneous networks, which can drive the
transition so strongly as to overcome the thermodynamic limit
behavior [12,14,15]. It is easy to check that in the present case,
these ﬁnite-size effects are very weak for ν = 0 or irrelevant
for ν > 0. In fact, following in a simpliﬁed form the reasoning
in Ref. [15], we can write the time evolution of the total density
ρ(t) as
ρ˙(t) =
∑
k
ρ˙k(t)P (k)
= ρ(t) − λ
2ρ(t)2
〈k1−ν〉2
∑
k
k2(1−ν)P (k)
[1 + λk1−νρ(t)/〈k1−ν〉] , (14)
where  = λ − 1 and we have used Eq. (9). In the limit of
very small particle density in a network of ﬁnite size N , when
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ρ  〈k1−ν〉/k1−νc , where kc is the maximum degree of cutoff
in the network [42], we can approximate
ρ˙(t) 	 ρ(t) − λ
2ρ(t)2
〈k1−ν〉2
∑
k
k2(1−ν)P (k)
= ρ(t)[ − λ2ρ(t)gν], (15)
where we have deﬁned the parameter
gν = 〈k
2(1−ν)〉
〈k1−ν〉2 ∼
{ln(N ) for ν = 0
const for ν > 0
. (16)
The only nonzero solution of Eq. (15) gives thus the ﬁnite size
behavior
ρ 	 λ − 1
λ3gν
. (17)
Form Eq. (16) we can see that gν is size independent for ν > 0,
while it depends weakly (logarithmically) on N for ν = 0. We
thus conclude that, even at the ﬁnite-size regime, the CP in
weighted BA networks is fully described by the homogeneous
mean-ﬁeld critical point, with no strong corrections to scaling
except for the presence of weak, logarithmic ones at ν = 0.
Size effects also appear in the density decay with time at
the critical point. We can estimate those effects by considering
the time evolution of ρ(t) at λ = 1 ( = 0) in a ﬁnite network.
Again in the limit ρ  〈k1−ν〉/k1−νc , we can simply integrate
Eq. (15), to obtain the ﬁnite size density decay in the limit of
large times as
ρ(t) 	 [gνt]−1. (18)
Again we observe that density decay in time is given
according to the homogeneous mean-ﬁeld theory for ν > 0,
with logarithmic size corrections at ν = 0.
To conclude this section, we emphasize that the HMF
solution presented here is expected to be correct only in
the case of nontree looped networks, since HMF theory is
known to provide inaccurate predictions in tree topologies
[32,35,43,44], and to be accurate on weighted networks only
within certain limits [33,45]. It is nevertheless instructive to
consider its results as a ﬁrst order approximation. Additionally,
we must note that no HMF prediction is possible for the
WBAT-II, due to the additive nature of the weight pattern.
III. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
In a practical numerical implementation of the CP, the
neighbors of all nodes are stored in a dynamically growing
table of vectors, in such a way that networks up to size
N = 8 × 107 can be stored in 7.2 GB of computer memory.
We follow the density decay of active sites by starting from
fully occupied networks. Active nodes are selected randomly
and deactivated with probability 1/(1 + λ); otherwise in a
randomly selected neighborhood a site activation occurs with
probability [λ/(1 + λ)]ωij . Time is updated by one Monte
Carlo (MC) step after Na attempts, where Na denotes the
number of active nodes in the previous time step. The
simulations were run up to t = 222–226 MC time steps and
have been averaged over 102 to 106 independent networks
of different size. By the statistical sampling we used master-
worker type of parallellization (MPI-C). This has been been
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−(λ−1.2068)/ln(λ−1.2068)
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Density decay [tρ(t)] as a function of
ln(t) for the CP on unweighted looped BA networks with m =
3 of size N = 8 × 107. The different curves correspond to λ =
1.2068, . . . ,1.24 (from bottom to top). Inset: Steady-state density,
showing agreement with HMF theory scaling. The solid line shows a
power-law ﬁtting to the data points in the form −0.36(5)x0.98(2).
repeated for several values of the control parameters: λ, ν, and
x.
A. Unweighted looped BA networks
We ﬁst consider the behavior of the CP on unweighted
looped BA networks, generated with m = 3. We ﬁnd a
critical point around λc = 1.2068(1) and a critical exponent
β = 0.98(2) with logarithmic corrections, as expected from
Eq. (10); see inset in Fig. 1. The main plot of Fig. 1 presents
the particle density decay for different values of λ around
the estimated critical point, rescaled according to the HMF
prediction ρ(t) ∼ 1/[t ln(t)]. This prediction is fairly well
fulﬁlled by the simulations, as we can see from the almost
straight linear part in the ln[tρ(t)] versus ln[ln(t)] curve for
λ = 1.2068, although ﬁnite size corrections are noticeable.
A linear ﬁt in the region 4 < ln[ln(t)] < 7 for this value of
λ results in the slope −1.1(1), compatible with the HMF
prediction.
The behavior observed unweighted looped networks is
therefore compatible with an standard critical point, reason-
ably described by HMF theory, showing a clear supercritical
phase reaching a stable plateau of activity for λ > λc, an
exponential activity decay for λ < λc, and no apparent con-
tinuously varying power-law decays of activity in the vicinity
of the critical point, in agreement with the results reported in
Ref. [14].
B. Unweighted BA trees
We now investigate the effect of a loopless tree structure,
again in the absence of weights. For small network sizes, N 
106, numerical results do not yield to simple interpretation.
S-shaped density decay curves can be seen on log-log plots, in
such a way that the location of the transition point cannot be
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Density decay as a function of time for
the CP on unweighted tree BA networks of size N = 8 × 107. The
different plots correspond to λ = 2.756, . . . ,2.759 (from bottom to
top). Right inset: The corresponding effective exponents from a local
slopes analysis (increasing λ = from bottom to top). Left inset:
Steady-state density with power-law ﬁtting of the form (19) for
parameters in opposite order (from top to bottom) as in the main
graph.
clearly determined. This observation suggests the presence of
corrections to scaling that could be larger than those predicted
in the simple HMF analysis presented in Appendix A 1a. In
fact, as we increase the network size, a phase transition with
power laws (PL) seems to emerge, but the corrections became
negligible only for network sizes N > 107 nodes. In Fig. 2
we show the particle density decay on networks of size N =
8 × 107 in a narrow scaling region around the critical point
given by 2.756  λ  2.759. We have done a careful analysis
of the steady state, with ρ leveling off to constant values, taking
into account the effects of ﬁnite sizes. By assuming a critical
transition (see left inset in Fig. 2) in the form
ρ(∞) = A|λ − λc|β, (19)
we obtain a critical point λc = 2.757(1) with A = 0.287 and
β = 1.20(5) by means of a least-squares ﬁtting performed
discarding the smallest values of λ. Note that this exponent
β 	 1.2 is larger than the expected HMF result, an observation
hinting towards a failure of the HMF theory for the CP on
tree-like networks [32]. The main plot of Fig. 2 depicts the
decay in time of the particle density ρ(t) for different values
of λ around the estimated critical point. The curves shown
exhibit a decay exponent apparently varying with the value of
λ at very large times. In order to explore in more detail the
decay of the density functions, we have computed an effective
decay exponents, deﬁned as the local slope of ρ(t) as given by
αeff(t) = − ln[ρ(t)/ρ(t
′)]
ln(t/t ′) , (20)
where t and t ′ have been chosen in such a way that the
discrete approximate of the derivative is sufﬁciently smooth;
see right inset in Fig. 2. From this ﬁgure we observe that
the decay exponents are indeed different, smaller than the
HMF prediction, which would lead to an effective exponent
larger than one in a log-log plot. Moreover, the exponents thus
computed are not well deﬁned for all values of λ, since the
plots of αeff(t) do not show in general well-deﬁned plateaus
except for very small regions at very large times.
The conclusion we draw from the analysis of nonweighted
BA trees is that these network structures do not show evidence
for the presence of explicit RR effects, but are compatible with
a standard nonequilibrium phase transition. Evidence for RR
effects, and in particular for a smeared transition, is, however,
compelling in the case of weighted BA trees, as we will see
below.
C. Weighted BA trees with multiplicative weights:
WBAT-I model
We next investigate the possibility of inducing RR effects
in the activity propagation of the CP by adding to the BA
tree networks a weight structure which will act against the
“stronger gets stronger” behavior of BAmodels by suppressing
the dominance of strongly connected nodes.
First, we consider the multiplicative weighting strategy
deﬁned by model WBAT-I. In this case, we have as a
theoretical guideline for the behavior of the CP the results
from the HMF analysis presented in Sec. II B, which suggest
a fully homogeneous mean-ﬁeld behavior, with β = α = 1.
We note that departures from this prediction are however not
unexpected, given the tree-like and weighted structure of the
network model under consideration.
For a small weight exponent ν = 1/2 we ﬁnd a phase
transition at λc = 8.62(1), characterized by the mean-ﬁeld
type of density decay: ρ(t) ∝ 1/t (not shown) [46]. For larger
values of ν, however, generic, continuously changing power
laws can be observed. In particular for ν = 1.5 simulations
103 105 107
t
10−5
10−3
10−1
ρ
0 1 10 100
λ−λc
10−3
10−2
10−1
ρ
FIG. 3. (Color online) Density decay as a function of time for
the CP on weighted BA trees generated with the WBAT-I model
with exponent ν = 1.5. Network size N = 105. Different curves
correspond to λ = 160, 156, 154, 149, 148, 147, 146, 145, 144.7,
144.2, 144, 143.5, 143, 142, 140 (from top to bottom). Inset:
Steady-state density.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Density decay as a function of time ρ(t)
(lowest branch curves) and survival probability P (t) (highest branch
curves) for seed simulations of theCP onweightedBA trees generated
with the WBAT-I model with exponent ν = 1.5. Curves correspond
to λ = 145,144,143,140 (top to bottom for each branch). Network
size N = 105.
performed on networks of size N = 105 suggest the presence
of a GP as shown on Fig. 3. Considering the steady-state value
of the density, we can observe a very smooth approach to
zero. A power-law ﬁtting to the form ρ = A|λ − λc|β results
in λc = 143(1) and β = 1.3(1), as shown in the inset of Fig. 3.
The value of β obtained in this ﬁtting is again in disagreement
with the HMF prediction from Sec. II B.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Density decay as a function of time ρ(t) for
the CP on weighted BA trees with a multiplicative weighting scheme
(WBAT-I) with exponent ν = 1.5. Plots correspond to two sets of λ
(upper branch: λ = 144, lower branch λ = 140) at different network
sizes N . Dashed lines represent PL ﬁttings. Inset: Initial time region
of the same data, showing an stretched exponential behavior near the
transition.
We have also performed spreading simulations, starting
from a very small initial seed of active sites [9]. These
simulations were performed on networks with N = 105 nodes
up to t = 4 × 105 MC time steps. Besides the density ρ(t),
we measured the survival probability P (t) [8], averaged over
108 independent runs on 103 different network conﬁgurations.
As Fig. 4 shows, not only the density but also the survival
probability P (t) curves exhibit slow, power-like behavior for
times larger than t > 2000. In the initial time region t < 1000,
both P (t) and ρ(t) decay exponentially.
Simulations performed for larger network sizes suggest,
however, that the apparent PLs observed in fact disappear in
the thermodynamic limit of large network size. In Fig. 5we plot
the particle density decay as a function of time for λ = 140 and
144 corresponding to increasing network sizes from N = 105
up to N = 106. As can be seen from this plot, the apparent
power laws, ﬁtted by dashed lines, that can be observed for
N < 105, turn into saturation plateaus forN = 106 at very late
times.
This observation suggests that what we are actually ob-
serving in the WBAT-I model is the tail behavior of a smeared
transition [21], where the density has a constant nonzero value
ρst = ρ(∞) in the long time limit and ρ(t) approaches this in
a PL manner; see Eq. (1). Additional evidence of this picture
come from the analysis of the initial time decay of the particle
density, with can be ﬁtted to an stretched exponential of the
formρ ∝ exp(t−0.91) (see inset on Fig. 5). This behavior is very
close to an exponential decay. However, comparing with the
CP with correlated disorder on regular lattices, at intermediate
times of the smeared transition we should observe a stretched
exponential of the form in Eq. (2). A value dr  z in Eq. (2)
would ﬁt to the observed behavior, an expectation that is
quite reasonable in a random network with inﬁnite topological
dimensions.
The conclusion extracted from the analysis of this model
is that the presence of a smeared phase transition is quite
probable. A smeared transition can explain the saturation in
the thermodynamic N → ∞ limit, due to the presence of
correlated subspaces of connected vertices of small degree,
and correspondingly joined by relatively large weights. These
subspaces play the role of RRs, that can remain active, leading
to an initial stretched exponential dynamics crossing over to
power law for longer times [47].
In order to visualize the presence of these RRs, we have
performed a percolation analysis [48–50] of our WBAT-I
networks. We consider a network of a given size N and delete
all the edges with a weight smaller than a threshold ωth.
For small values of ωth, many edges remain in the system,
and they form a connected network with a single cluster
encompassing almost all the vertices in the network. When
increasing the value of ωth, the network breaks down into
smaller subnetworks of connected edges, joined by weights
larger thanωth. The expectation in the latter case from standard
percolation in networks is to observe the presence of a largest
cluster (the giant component) with a size scaling with N ,
while the rest of the components should have a size scaling
logarithmically with N at most [51]. In Fig. 6 we plot the
average size (measured as the number of vertices) of the
ﬁve largest components corresponding to a given threshold
ωth. For the values of ωth considered, the networks break
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Size Si of the ﬁve largest clusters in a
percolation analysis of the WBAT-I model with ν = 1.5 for ωth =
100ωmin (hollow symbols) and ωth = 1000ωmin (ﬁlled symbols),
where ωmin is the minimum weight in the network. The size of all
components grows linearly with network size N and is therefore
inﬁnite in the thermodynamic limit.
down in a number of components. However, the size of
the largest ones grows linearly with the network size N ,
at odds with the expectations from a standard percolation
transition. These clusters, which can become arbitrarily large
in the thermodynamic limit, play the role of correlated RRs,
sustaining independently activity and smearing down the phase
transition.
This sort of analysis allows one also to explain why looped
weighted networks do not exhibit RR effects. In this case
(data not shown), the largest component scales again linearly
with the network size, but the next largest components scale
in size logarithmically. They thus become irrelevant in the
thermodynamic limit and cannot sustain activity at very large
times.
D. Weighted BA trees with age-dependent weights:
WBAT-II model
We ﬁnally consider the behavior of the CP on weighted tree
BA networks constructed with the age-dependent weighting
scheme, deﬁned by the model WBAT-II. In this case, the
weights are anticorrelated with the degree, in opposition with
the previous WBAT-I, in which large degree vertices had small
weight, while small degree vertices had large weight. Here,
instead, weight is larger in edges connecting vertices with
different degrees, while edges between vertices of similar
degree have a small weight.
Selecting an exponent for the weight strength x = 2 and not
very large network sizes, N = 105, generic power laws can be
observed for a large range of λ of values, as shown in Fig. 7,
which exhibit a very strong similarity with those found in the
multiplicative WBAT-I model; see Fig. 3. An analysis of the
steady-state density at large times in the region 6.8 < λ < 9
can be ﬁtted again to the canonical form ρ = A|λ − λc|β , with
β = 1.35(5),A = 0.02(5), and λc = 6.80(2). These values are
again in discrepancy with HMF expectation, but this fact is
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Density decay as a function of time ρ(t) for
the CP on weighted BA trees with a age-dependent weighting scheme
(WBAT-II) with exponent x = 2. Network size N = 105. Different
curves correspond to λ = 6.75, 6.8, 6.85, 6.87, 6.9, 6.92, 6.94, 6.96,
6.98, 7, 7.04, 7.1, 7,2, 7.4, 8.5, 9, 12, 15 (from top to bottom). Inset:
Corresponding local slopes for λ = 6.9,6.92,6.94 (from bottom to
top).
altogether not surprising, since we do not have a proper HMF
solution for this model, and we can only proceed to compare
with the homogeneous result observed for the WBAT-I model.
The inset in Fig. 7 shows the effective exponents αeff(t) as
computed using the formula in Eq. (20). From the ﬁgure we
observe the presence of reasonably large plateaus that conﬁrm
the presence of well-deﬁned PLs with exponent varying with
the value of λ.
Simulations over larger networks hint again towards the
disappearance of the PLs observed in smaller network sizes
(see top inset of Fig. 8). In Fig. 8 we plot the value of the
decay exponent for larger systems by performing a power-
law regression in the last two decades of time. This seems to
indicate that as a function of the network size for λ > 6.8, the
estimated exponent apparently tends to zero, suggesting the
presence of an active phase in the thermodynamic limit. On
the other hand, for λ  6.8 the decay exponent does not change
too much with N and seems to stay at α  1 up to the largest
sizes N = 4 × 106 we could reach by extensive simulations.
This kind of behavior can again be understood in terms of a
smeared phase transition. Further evidence of this fact comes
from the analysis of the initial decay of the activity density,
which again can be ﬁtted to a stretched exponential of the form
ρ ∝ exp(t−0.87(5)) (see bottom inset of Fig. 8), in agreement
with optimal ﬂuctuation theory in an inﬁnite dimensional
network [Eq. (2)]. In this case, the corresponding correlated
subspace will be formed by a subset of connected vertices
with alternating small and large degree, and consequently
joined by large weight edges, which would remain active
in the thermodynamic limit, giving rise to the characteristic
RR effects observed in simulations. The nature of the RRs in
this model can also be visualized by means of a percolation
analysis. In Fig. 9 we plot the average size of the ﬁve largest
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Finite-size scaling analysis of the density
decay exponent for λ = 6.75 (triangles), λ = 6.8 (boxes), λ =
6.82 (triangles), λ = 6.85 (bullets), λ = 6.9 (rhombes) in the CP
on weighted BA trees with a age-dependent weighting scheme
(WBAT-II) with exponent x = 2. Top inset: ρ(t) for λ = 6.82 (N =
106,N = 4 × 105,N = 105 from top to bottom). Bottom inset: Initial
time density near the transition.
components in percolation experiments for different values of
the weight threshold ωth. Again, all ﬁve scale linearly with
network size, conﬁrming their role as correlated RRs in the
thermodynamic limit.
This sort of behavior is not exclusive of the value x = 2
considered in the simulations above but can also be observed
for other values of x; see Fig. 10. The initial time dependence
for t < 30 MCS follows in this case ρ ∝ exp(t−0.87(5)) (see
right inset of Fig. 10).
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Size Si of the ﬁve largest clusters in a
percolation analysis of the WBAT-II model with x = 2 for ωth =
100ωmin (hollow symbols) and ωth = 1000ωmin (ﬁlled symbols),
where ωmin is the minimum weight in the network. Curves in this
last case have been shifted downwards for the sake of clarity.
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Density decay as a function of time ρ(t)
for the CP on weighted BA trees with a age-dependent weighting
scheme (WBAT-II) with exponent x = 3. Different curves correspond
to λ = 9.4, 9.5, 9.6, 9.65, 9.7, 9.8, 9.85, (from bottom to top). Left
inset: The corresponding effective exponents from a local slopes
analysis for λ = 9.6, 9.65, 9.7, 9.8, 9.85 (from bottom to top). Right
inset: Initial, stretched exponential behavior.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The heterogeneous and disordered pattern of connections
in a complex network can induce considerable and surprising
differences in dynamical processes running on top of them,
as compared with their outcome on ordered or homogeneous
systems. Building on recent results concerning the additional
effects of intrinsic random, quenched disorder superimposed
over a network structure, in this paper we have shown that
topology-induced disorder can induce rare-region effects on
the contact process. In particular, we have investigated the
effects of a tree topology, in which no global loops are present
in the network (there is a unique path between any two
vertices) and of a correlated weight pattern assigned to the
set of edges. Both elements have been shown to induce a
slowing down in dynamics as simple as diffusion. By means
of large-scale numerical simulations on tree-like weighted
networks generated using the Baraba´si-Albert model, we have
shown that a tree-like topology is not by itself enough to induce
a slow dynamics or rare-region effects. However, the combined
effects of a tree structure and a correlated weight pattern are
indeed capable of triggering a very noticeable slow dynamics,
which is compatible with the presence of rare-region effects.
The two different weighting schemes we have considered
for small system sizes suggested the appearance of Grifﬁths
phases, characterized by a power-law dynamics of the activity
and the survival probability above the clean critical point,
with a varying decay exponents. More accurate simulations
performed on larger network sizes indicate that, instead of
true Grifﬁths phases, the behavior of the contact process on
tree weighted networks is better explained in terms of a fully
smeared transition, characterized by an initial time decay of
the activity density with the form of an stretched exponential,
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whose presence can be understood by optimal ﬂuctuation the-
ory arguments applied on a network with inﬁnite topological
dimension. The smearing of the transition can be argued to
be due to the presence of a correlated subspace of connected
vertices, which are joined by large weight edges, playing the
role of rare-regions and trapping activity at different large time
scales.
To sum up, we have shown here that topological disorder is
capable to induce rare-region effects on the contact process on
complex networks. In the particular case we have considered
(weighted tree networks), those rare-region effects translate in
the smearing of the critical phase transition. Our work opens
the path to a deeper investigation of this issue, focusing in
particular on discovering those new topological ingredients
which could induce fully ﬂedged Grifﬁths phase originating
on topological grounds.
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APPENDIX : ANALYTIC SOLUTION OF THE HFM
EQUATIONS FOR WBAT-I MODEL
In this section we develop the full HMF solution of
the WBAT-I model on uncorrelated networks, sketched in
Sec. II B.
1. Steady-state density
The starting point is Eq. (6), namely,
ρ˙k(t) = −ρk(t) + λ[1 − ρk(t)]k
1−νρ(t)
〈k1−ν〉 , (A1)
which, in the steady-state regime, leads to the nonzero solution
for the partial density of particles in vertices of degree k
ρk = λk
1−νρ/〈k1−ν〉
1 + λk1−νρ/〈k1−ν〉 . (A2)
From this expression, ρ, the total density of particles, can be
computed self-consistently, noticing that
ρ =
∑
k
P (k)ρk =
∑
k
P (k) λk
1−νρ/〈k1−ν〉
1 + λk1−νρ/〈k1−ν〉
= 2m2
∫ ∞
m
λk−2−νρ/〈k1−ν〉
1 + λk1−νρ/〈k1−ν〉 dk, (A3)
where in the last expression we have used the degree
distribution in its continuous degree form, P (k) = 2m2k−3,
and substituted sums by integrals. Performing the integral in
Eq. (A3) leads to an equation that can be solved to obtain ρ
as a function of λ. The form of this equation depends on the
value of ν. Let us consider separately the different cases.
a. ν = 0
In this case Eq. (A3) takes the form
ρ = 2m2
∫ ∞
m
λk−2ρ/〈k〉
1 + λkρ/〈k〉 dk (A4)
= λρ
[
1 − λρ
2
ln
(
2
λρ
+ 1
)]
, (A5)
where in the last expression we have used 〈k〉 = 2m.
Equation (A5) provides an implicit equation for ρ which, in
the limit ρ → 0, close to the critical point, leads to the explicit
solution
ρ 	 − 2
λ2
λ − 1
ln
(
λ−1
λ
) , (A6)
which corresponds to the asymptotic behavior in Eq. (10).
b. 0 < ν < 1
In this case, performing the integral for k in Eq. (A3), we
obtain the self-consistent equation
ρ = F
[
1,
2
1 − ν ,1 +
2
1 − ν , −
(
λρm1−ν
〈k1−ν〉
)−1]
, (A7)
where F [a,b,c,z] is the Gauss hypergeometric function [52].
In order to evaluate the critical behavior of the density in the
thermodynamic (inﬁnite network size) lime, we can invert the
previous expression using asymptotic expansion of the Gauss
hypergeometric function [52], namely,
F
[
1,α,1 + α, − 1
z
]
= zα(α + 1)(1 − α)
+α
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n z
n
n − α . (A8)
For small ρ (small z), since 2/(1 − ν) > 2 for ν > 0, the most
relevant terms are z and z2. Thus, at leading order, we have
ρ 	 2
1 + ν
λρm1−ν
〈k1−ν〉 −
1
ν
(
λρm1−ν
〈k1−ν〉
)2
. (A9)
Using now the fact that, in the continuous degree approxima-
tion, 〈k1−ν〉 = 2m1−ν/(1 + ν), we are led to the expression
ρ 	 4ν(1 + ν)2λ2 (λ − 1) , (A10)
recovering the asymptotic expression Eq. (11).
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c. ν > 1
Now, the self-consistent equation for ρ is
ρ = λρ
(
2ν
ν − 1
)
˜F
[
1,
ν + 1
ν − 1 ,1 +
ν + 1
ν − 1 , −
λm1−νρ
〈k1−ν〉
]
,
(A11)
where ˜F [a,b,c,z] is the regularized Gauss hypergeometric
function. Using the series expansion for small z [52]
(α + 1) ˜F [1,α,α + 1, −z] = α
∞∑
n=0
(−1)nzn
n + α , (A12)
the self-consistent equation at leading order in ρ takes the form
ρ 	 λρ
[
1 − ν − 1
ν + 1
λm1−ν
〈k1−ν〉 ρ
]
, (A13)
from where it follows that
ρ 	 2(ν − 1)λ2 (λ − 1), (A14)
from which the scaling form Eq. (11) ensues.
2. Density decay at criticality
The decay of the particle density at criticality can be
obtained from Eq. (12), namely,
ρ˙(t) =
∑
k
P (k)ρ˙k(t) = −ρ(t)〈k〉
∑
k
P (k)kρk(t)
= mρ(t)
∫ ∞
m
λk−1−νρ(t)/〈k1−ν〉
1 + λk1−νρ(t)/〈k1−ν〉 dk, (A15)
where in the last expression we have performed a quasistation-
ary approximation, substituting ρk(t) by the functional form in
Eq. (A10), and passed to the continuous degree approximation.
a. ν = 0
Equation (A15) takes the form
ρ˙(t) = mρ(t)
∫ ∞
m
λk−1ρ(t)/〈k〉
1 + λkρ(t)/〈k〉 dk
= −ρ(t)
2
2
ln
(
1 + 2
ρ(t)
)
. (A16)
This equation can be integrated, yielding
li
(
1 + 2
ρ(t)
)
	 t, (A17)
where li(z) is the logarithmic integral function [52]. Using the
asymptotic expansion li(z) ∼ z/ln(z), we obtain the density
decay in the large t limit limit given by Eq. (13).
b. ν > 0
In the case 0 < ν < 1, integration of Eq. (A15) leads to
ρ˙(t) 	 −ρ(t)F
[
1,
1 + ν
1 − ν ,1 +
1 + ν
1 − ν ,−
(
λρm1−ν
〈k1−ν〉
)−1]
.
(A18)
Expanding for small density, using Eq. (A8), and noticing that
at (ν + 1)/(1 − ν) > 1, we have at leading order in ρ,
ρ˙(t) 	 −1 + ν
ν
λm1−ν
〈k1−ν〉 ρ(t)
2, (A19)
leading to the density decay, in the inﬁnite network size limit,
ρ(t) ∼ t−1.
An analogous calculation, implying the regularized Gauss
hypergeometric functions, can be performed for ν > 1, leading
to the same mean-ﬁeld behavior for the density decay.
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